Ms. Susan Harris,

I live in Jacumba and I am completely against the proposed JVR Energy Park described in the Draft Environmental Impact Report released for public comment in October 2020.

This massive solar farm is not compatible with our small rural village nor land uses in the Mountain Empire Sub-Regional Plan adopted by County Supervisors in 2011. How anyone could think that the placement of 300,000 solar cells on 643 acres of the best available real estate in Jacumba is an appropriate use, be fuddles the imagination. This project is six times the size of the our village. It will negatively impact property values, ruin the natural environment and destroy community character. Its placement on both sides of a scenic Old Highway 80, next to the Jacumba Airport, the senior center and park, as well as homes, will only accelerate the exodus of residents and businesses away from our community. County Supervisors must reject this project.

Andrew Shumaker

(print your name and sign)